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The best players know that golf is a game of confidence, and most important, concentration-the ability to
focus and block out distraction. The goal of achieving clear thought is also at the heart of Buddhist teachings.
In his highly original and groundbreaking book, noted PGA coach and Buddhist instructor, Dr. Joseph Parent,
draws on this natural connection and teaches golfers how to clear their minds, achieve ultimate focus, and
play in the moment for each shot. Zen Golf presents a simple system for building mental game mastery." Dr
Parent's unique PAR Approach (focusing on Preparation, Action, and Response to Results) guides golfers
with specific techniques for each aspect of their games. In chapters such as "How to Get From the Practice
Tee to the First Tee," "You Produce What You Fear," and "How to Enjoy a Bad Round of Golf," the author
shares a personal teaching regimen that has helped improve the games of professionals and amateurs alike.

Release Date 20021229. Golf Religious aspects Zen Buddhism.

Golf Mental Game Book

Enjoy the videos and music you love upload original content and share it all with friends family and the
world on YouTube. Zen Golf Mastering the Mental Game by Joseph Parent tries to get you and yourself to be

friends again. By combining classic insights and stories from Zen tradition Zen Golf helps eliminate the
mental distractions that routinely cause poor shots and loss of concentration allowing golfers to feel in ?the

zone? that professionals have learned to master.Clear concise and enlightening Zen Golf shows golfers how to
prepare for execute and equally important respond the results of any golf shot. Mastering the mental game
will take off many strokes in your Golf game. Parent is the bestselling author of THE BEST DIET BOOK
EVERThe Zen of Losing Weight ZEN TENNISPlaying in the Zone and ZEN GOLFMastering the Mental
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Game with more than a million copies in print digital and audio formats worldwide. Zen Golf offers a fresh
perspective for golf and for life. And you should be focused to your goal. Joseph Parent. Joseph Parent Zen
Golf Mastering the Mental Game. When trying to lower our golf scores many of us can get caught up in the
mechanics of the golf swing or perhaps well spend endless hours mulling over another new set of golf clubs

that are guaranteed to take us to the next level. Format Unabridged.
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